The influence of averaging procedure on the accuracy of IVIVC predictions: immediate release dosage form case study.
In vivo-in vitro correlation (IVIVC) is an effective tool to predict absorption behavior of active substances from pharmaceutical dosage forms. The model for immediate release dosage form containing amoxicillin was used in the presented study to check if the calculation method of absorption profiles can influence final results achieved. The comparison showed that an averaging of individual absorption profiles performed by Wagner-Nelson (WN) conversion method can lead to lose the discrimination properties of the model. The approach considering individual plasma concentration versus time profiles enabled to average absorption profiles prior WN conversion. In turn, that enabled to find differences between dispersible tablets and capsules. It was concluded that in the case of immediate release dosage form, the decision to use averaging method should be based on an individual situation; however, it seems that the influence of such a procedure on the discrimination properties of the model is then more significant.